
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Malvirà was established in the 1950s by Giuseppe 
Damonte, at a time when the Roero's potential was 
yet unrealized. Giuseppe had a great passion for 
farming and wine, a passion that he passed on to 
his two sons, Roberto and Massimo. In 1974, Roberto 
and Massimo took the reigns and began slowly 
turning the family's bulk wine business into an Estate 
focusing on quality production. 
  

Today, Malvirà's wines are produced from Estate 
fruit, farmed across 104 acres and 6 vineyards. Over 
the years, they have been one of the most ardent 
proponents of the Arneis grape and in elevating 
Roero DOCG as the 3rd tier of prestige Nebbiolo in 
the Langhe. 
 

Malvira is certified organic.  
All fermentations are native yeast,  
No sulfur is used during winemaking and only minute amounts of sulfur are used at bottling.   
Malvira wines are vegan 

 
 

VINO BIOLOGICAL (CERTIFIED ORGANIC)  

Pas Dose (No Dosage) 
 

Malvira NV Sparkling Arneis “Rive Gauche” (2018) 
The name has two meanings: 
It translate as “Left Bank” in French, and refers to the southern bank of the 
river Seine in Paris, where refined sparkling wines were made famous. 
It also refers to the Tonaro river in the Langhe (see above map) and how 
that river seperates the Roero from the areas of Barolo and Barbaresco. 
 

Charmat Method Sparkling.  100% Arneis.  No dosage.  No residual sugar. 
A surprising Piedmont sparkling.  Tdhe perlage is fine and lively. On the 
nose, the fragrances of white peach and the floral timber are impressive, 
alongside the herbal notes, typical of this grape variety, making the wine 
even more intriguing and original. The palate reveals itself as refreshing, sa
vory, balanced and pleasantly vibrant with a completely dry finish to refine 
it even more.  Final S02 is 55ppm or less. 
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12 Sparkling Wines We're Loving This Summer 
“Malvirà specializes in Piedmont's Arneis variety, making several 
excellent non-sparkling single-vineyard versions of it, as well as this vino 
spumante” 


